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ABSTRACT 

Whenever a complex code is written to provide computational solutions for some task or to make some business activities 

faster and accurate, or to create some new features to existing software application, it is possible that some piece of code 

later become dead code. This dead code does not play any role in result of the software application, but makes the program 

bulkier and slow. To make the complex code less bulkier and faster execution, we should identify and remove the dead 

code. Sometimes, it is troublesome to identify and eliminate it because some other pure code might have dependency on it. 

Many researchers have worked on this problem and concluded their results. The Adam Fischbach, John Hannan[1] 

proposed their research work to eliminate useless variables and utilization of weak form of  dependent variables. The 

researchers have used type interface based approach for useless variable elimination and useless code elimination. We 

have defined two algorithms to identify and eliminate dead code of the c program. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Dead code identification and elimination play significant role for the program execution. This helps the programmer to create 

pure useful code that has faster execution. One another necessity of dead code elimination is to optimize memory space 

allocation. It might be possible that we may not be able to eliminate whole dead code because of dependency of other 

statement on it. Identification and elimination of partial dead code can be achieved by changing branching structure [2]. 

Dead code is not written purposely, there are many reasons for the appearance of dead code in a program. 

Software ageing is one of them. When coder adds some new features to existing code, then occurrence of dead code is 

possible. Many PHP techniques can be developed for the evaluation and elimination of dead code in web applications [4]. 

If a program has dead code in it, then it is possible that more test cases are needed for testing. This makes the program 

testing complex, lengthy and time consuming. Pure code is the solution to overcome from lengthy testing process. In java 

programs, dead code can be detected and eliminated by enhancing the features of ECJ compiler and by using single 

assignment property for the variables [5]. Many types of dead code can occur in a program. 

A variable can be considered as dead if it is not going to be read or used. 
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Example 

Function(x) 

{ 

Y=3; 

Return(x^2) 

} 

Here, variable y will never be used, so it is considered as dead variable. 

In model checking of large software, state explosion is very big problem. One of the causes of explosion is large 

input range of variables that is used in software and some variables have no assignment of values [6]. They may have 

assigned empty value which can indicate missing logic in software.  

Parameters of a function can be dead if they are not using by the function. Passing as parameter is slightly time 

consuming process during the calling, so this leads to slowness in programming.  

Function(x) 

{ 

int y=6; 

y=y*2; 

return y 

} 

Dead return value of a method can be considered as dead, as it is not participating in the result of software 

application. 

A method is dead if it functions redundant or similar as another method already exists in the same software 

application. 

If a written code is unreachable, than it will also considered as dead code. 

CODE OPTIMIZATION 

Elimination of Dead or Redundant of variable 

A dead variable must be removed from the code for the best management of memory. The size of hash table can also be 

reduced by identifying and ignoring dead variables [9]. Many researchers have used different techniques to remove dead 

variable from the code. The value of dead variable does not contribute anything in the program. Such variables may occur 

due to program transformation. It is possible that transformation can be reformulated to eliminate dead variable and dead 

parameters in a procedure [10].  A conservative approximation is helpful in finding and marking useful variable [11]. 

Elimination of dead or useless variable can make the program lighter and less complex. A higher level optimization can be 

achieved by removing useless variable. This optimization possibly enables to increase the speed of execution [12]. 
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Redundancy of variable is also an impurity for the good program. It makes the program lengthy and complex. 

Sometimes, the program cannot be understandable. Optimization of constraint logic programming is also important. 

Continuous manipulation of redundant variable can slow down the execution speed of the program. Data flow analysis 

technique can be applied to detect redundancy in variables in CLP [13]. In Java programs, dead code can be detected and 

eliminated by enhancing the features of ECJ compiler and by using single assignment property for the variables [14]. 

Elimination of Dead Argument Variable 

Generally, programmers and techno persons develop tools and techniques to eliminate dead variables declared in main 

parts or global sections. It is necessary to identify dead or useless argument of a function and remove it, so that 

intermediate data structure can be managed properly. RAF and FAR algorithms can be applied to eliminate unnecessary 

argument list in the context of partial evaluation of logic programs [15]. Dead variables of java code can be eliminated 

using modified eclipse compiler, which can identify unused variable and eliminate it for optimization of memory [18].  In 

static programming, a function has two types of arguments, one is calling by value and other is calling by reference. The 

possibility of dead code generation is higher in Call by value function in comparison to call by reference function; hence it 

is proven that call by reference is the good option for higher programming language [19].    

Elimination of Dead Return Value 

When a method is returning a value and it is not used by calling variable or function, than it is considered as dead return 

value. Instructions executed by the processor are dynamically dead, if the values generated by them are not used by the 

program. To avoid the delay execution of program, this should be managed by the compiler [21]. 

Elimination of Dead Statements 

A program can have a statement that will never execute. This code unnecessarily makes the code complex and difficult to 

understand. Different tools and techniques can be used to identify and remove this type of code. One of the techniques is 

program static slicing.  Program slicing helps to debug and detect dead statements [14]. In case of two functions in a 

program, when both of them gives same output, then one of them will be considered as dead function. Pattern matching is a 

useful technique for recognize any character type recognition in a typical pattern; it can be used to identify redundant and 

useless program statements. In this technique, a list of structure is created and pattern of every loop structure is compared 

with it, if not matches and found reachable then it is pure, otherwise it is redundant or dead [20]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we introduced different types of research work about dead codes that occurs in the program due to many 

reasons and its solutions. It is not possible to make the code hundred percent pure, but we can use different types of tools 

and techniques to eliminate dead code. According to research, pure code uses optimized memory allocation and results in 

faster execution. Testing of dead code free program is much accurate as compared to program having dead code. 
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